GLI’s Global Professional Services Division Provides Project Management
Expertise to Atlantic Lottery
MONCTON, New Brunswick, Canada (June 4, 2012) – GLI, the world’s leading gaming testing laboratory
and technical consultancy, and its Global Professional Services division have been engaged to provide
project management services for Atlantic Lottery’s Video Lottery Replacement Project.
GLI has been engaged to deliver program and project management services in compliance with the
Project Management Institute (PMI)’s body of knowledge. The key elements of the initiative are the
replacement of approximately 5,900 obsolete video lottery terminals as part of planned business
operations.
Atlantic Lottery’s Chief Technology Officer James Porter said, “I strongly recommend GLI. This project
requires the management of multi-vendors in a technically complex environment. GLI’s project
management skill and process improvement abilities allow them to perform at a senior level and
coordinate multiple sub-project streams. This role also requires above average meeting facilitation
skills.”
Senior Category Manager of Destination Gaming with Atlantic Lottery Byron Bridger reaffirmed, “I
strongly recommend GLI. Our project has progressed well. The governance and program structure
established by GLI has enabled communication and integration of this complex project. GLI’s approach
and leadership with our vendors has facilitated a team approach with all vendors working towards a
unified goal. ”
GLI’s Global Professional Services division offers a wide range of project management services to
lotteries, from project health-check and recovery analysis, to the outsourcing of seasoned project
managers.
“Lotteries are facing unprecedented competition in the entertainment market, and delivering state of
the art systems is critical to sustainable growth. Project managers must be drivers, serving as the
catalyst for movement and action providing value to the business. In doing so, they enable their teams
to deliver higher quality projects and longer lasting results,” said Greg Doucette, Director of GLI’s Global
Professional Services division.
“To be entrusted with project management for such a monumentally important initiative speaks
volumes on the level of trust and confidence Atlantic Lottery places in our abilities. Our independent
PMP©-designated project managers are the best in class, and are armed with the requisite project
management skills and gaming knowledge to pull such an initiative off successfully” added Salim Adatia,
CEO of GLI Canada.
For more than 20 years, Gaming Laboratories International, LLC has been the world leader in providing
independent testing, inspection and certification services to the gaming, wagering and lottery industry.
GLI also offers independent network and information security assessments to its regulatory, lottery and
supplier clients. With 20 laboratory locations located across Africa, Asia, Australia, the Caribbean,
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Europe, North America and South America, GLI is the only global organization of its kind to hold U.S. and
international accreditations for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020 and Guide 65 standards for
technical competence in the gaming, wagering and lottery industries. For more information, visit
www.gaminglabs.com.
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